Immanual Kant

Every answer given on principle of experience
begets a fresh question.
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nightwatch
Heart and Rose

Camping weekend at the dark site
was Nov. 5-7 this month. Prior to
heading out, I took some practice
narrow-band shots from home with the
intent to actually shoot the image in
RGB, but I messed up. I was about a
month early for the target, so I
completed it from home and shot a
different target from the dark site. By
too early, I mean that the target crosses
the meridian (the line running from
north to south through the zenith, i.e.
straight up) later after midnight than I
wanted. Too late and I have to stay up
late to flip the mount. I’ll explain that at
the end if you’re interested in the
details. The good news is that it’s a
two-image month!
First up is the Heart Nebula shot
from home in the Hubble palette. The
Heart Nebula, also known as IC 1805
and Sharpless 2-190, was discovered by
William Herschel in 1787. It’s located
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in the Perseus arm of the Milky Way in the constellation of
Cassiopeia. It’s about 7500 light years away and consists mainly
of hydrogen which is red, but since it’s narrow-band, the colors
are mapped differently. I’ve framed the image rotated 180
degrees to better see the heart shape, although the nebula is too
large (it covers an area of about 150×150 arcminutes) to fit on
the camera chip so the upper lobe of the heart is cut off at the

top. There are a couple notable areas within the Heart Nebula,
including the Fish Head Nebula or NGC 896 in the lower left of
the image, and star cluster Melotte 15 toward the Heart’s center
whose radiation causes the nebula’s red glow in natural color. I
debated whether to post this image or the HOO version, both
have merits, but I think the Hubble palette version shows more
detail.

At the dark site I imaged Arp 273 (Principle Galaxies
Catalog (PGC) 8961 and 8970) or the Rose Galaxy in LRGB. In
1966, Halton Arp compiled the Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies,
published by CalTech, and the Rose was first described there.
Today, many of the galaxies that Arp listed are recognized as
interacting galaxies. The two galaxies making up the Rose are
about 300 million light years away in the constellation
Andromeda. Both are distorted due to their interaction and it is
thought that the “stem” galaxy actually passed through the
“flower” part. The Rose is quite small, so the image is tightly
cropped to better see the shape.
Now the technical details. The Heart was shot from home
with the H-alpha (HA) data obtained October 1 as practice.
Only 15 5-minute frames were used as the target is very bright
in HA. 158 5-minute frames were taken through the O-III filter
and 120 5-minute frames were taken through the S-II filter from
October 26-29. All the frames were calibrated with 21 dark, 21
flat, and 21 flat dark frames before stacking in Deep Sky
Stacker. Each of the narrow-band stacks was prestretched with
FITS Liberator before processing in Photoshop. Recall that the
Hubble palette maps the S-II data to red, HA to green, and O-III
to blue which results in a very green image due to the strength
of the HA signal, so the colors were adjusted somewhat to better
color balance the image.

The Rose was imaged from the dark site from the valley just
to the east of Mount Palomar on November 5 and 6. The first
night I shot one hour of 5-minute frames through RGB filters
and 74 3-minute frames through the luminance filter. It was a
bad start for the night with a lot of software and hardware issues.
I finally got things sorted out, but it was only when I changed to
the luminance filter that I forgot to reacquire my target for the
RGB frames. The second night went better and I captured the
missing RGB frames before adding 97 luminance frames to the
previous night’s capture. All frames were shot binned 2x2, but I
drizzled 2x when stacking to recover the lost resolution. The
RGB frames were calibrated with 12 darks while the luminance
frames were calibrated with 21 darks. All the frames were
further calibrated with 21 flat and flat dark frames. After
stacking, the frames were imported directly into Photoshop for
recombination into an LRGB image. The final result was
cropped tightly around the galaxies to better show the detail.
Now, if you’ve made it this far and don’t know what I mean
when I say I need to flip the mount and why I try to choose
targets that cross the meridian around midnight, I’ll try to
explain. The mount sits on top of a pier (actually a tripod, but a
pier will do) and it is angled toward the celestial north pole. The
mount includes two axes, one that also points to the north pole
(this is the RA axis) and another that is perpendicular to the RA
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axis (this is the DEC axis). The telescope itself is also aligned
with the DEC axis. Think of the axes and telescope forming a
capital T. To position the telescope east or west, the RA axis
rotates (around the leg of the T), while to position the telescope
north or south, the DEC axis rotates (the crosspiece of the T
changes angle with respect to the leg). So as the mount tracks
from east to west, the telescope actually is on the west side of
the pier looking east. As the object crosses the meridian, the RA
axis moves past horizontal and the telescope gets lower and
closer to the pier. The problem with this set up is that if the
telescope is too far below horizontal, it will hit the pier – very
bad!! So when the object gets close to the meridian, you flip the

mount, meaning you move the telescope from the west side of
the pier looking east to the east side looking west. It’s called
flipping probably because you’ve flipped the scope to the other
side of the pier and the image is actually rotated 180 degrees. I
look for objects that cross the meridian near midnight to
maximize the time I can image and so that I can flip the mount
at a reasonable hour of the night. I’m not sure this is all clear; I
know that I had a very hard time understanding it initially.
Hopefully you’ve enjoyed the pictures.
Ron Ugolick
https://www.astrobin.com/users/ruccdu/

PVAA General Meeting 10/22/21
October’s meeting was held on Zoom, and Timothy
Thompson was our main speaker for the night. He did work on
the Spitzer Space Telescope before retiring and for the meeting
he spoke on the James Webb Space Telescope. James Webb was
the 2nd NASA administrator and led NASA through the Mercury,
Gemini, and the run-up to the Apollo program. The James Webb
Space Telescope originally started out as the Next Generation
Space Telescope in 1996, with a launch date of 2007, at a cost of
half a billion dollars. The launch has been delayed 16 times, and
the cost has grown to 9.7 billion dollars. It is currently scheduled
for launch on December 18th, 2021. The European Space Agency
(ESA) will launch the James Webb Space Telescope on an
Ariane 5 from their Guiana Space Centre in French Guiana.

The main mirror is made up of 18 hexagonal segments 1.32
meters (52 inches) across. Each segment weighs ~20 kg, or 46
pounds. Fully assembled with each segment’s actuator, the
weight doubles. Each actuator will adjust/bend the segment to
put all the segments into focus. Webb uses a three-mirror,
followed by a steering mirror, f/20 design. It has a 5-layer sun
shield. The cold side of the shield is -235 Celsius or -391
Fahrenheit. The hot side is 125 Celsius or 257 Fahrenheit.
Tim then showed some slides on the wavelengths in the
spectrum Webb will be viewing, and then a couple of short
videos on the early filaments and galaxy formation of the cosmic
web. We now believe that galaxies formed a lot sooner than
previous estimates. Tim recommends that you visit the
NASA website for James Webb.
Gary Thompson
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Club Events Calendar
Nov 19
General Meeting –
Citrus College Astronomy Professor Dave Kary
on "The Race to Find Life in the Universe"

2022
Jan 14

General Meeting - (presentation: TBD)

Dec 11

Feb 18

General Meeting - (presentation: TBD)

Mar 18

General Meeting - (presentation: TBD)

Apr 15

General Meeting - (presentation: TBD)

Christmas Party
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